Abstract. Computer modelling of fluorescence light quenching is performed with no limitations on the optical wave intensities. The main attention is paid to searching for such combinations of polarizations of the interacting waves that provide minimal polarization changes for the waves passing through a cell. From the viewpoint mentioned above, the most appropriate case is circular polarization of the pumping wave. The efficiency parameter of amplification of the quenching wave can be used for checking mutual orientations of the dipoles responsible for absorption and emission. We show that the light quenching can produce appreciable changes in the polarization of fluorescence light passing through the cell.
Introduction
Induced transitions from a fluorescence-related state of complex organic molecules can result in a significant decrease of fluorescence intensity. This phenomenon is known as 'light quenching' [1] . The induced transitions can be initiated by both the exciting radiation and independent radiation sources. As the light quenching is associated with selective deactivation of the excited states, the effect exhibits a strong dependence on the polarizations of exciting and quenching radiations, thus exerting influence on the luminescence polarization [2] [3] [4] . Because of this, the light quenching has been extensively used to study different characteristics of complex molecular compounds [3] [4] [5] . The induced transitions from the excited states have attracted even greater interest of researchers since the introduction of a new high-resolution microscopy method, a stimulated-radiation depletion (STED) microscopy [6, 7] .
It should be noted that rather high powers of luminous fluxes used for excitation in the studies of the light quenching effects lead to noticeable depletion of the population of the ground state [8] . As a consequence, even a weak light flux giving rise to the stimulated radiation processes can be markedly enhanced, its characteristics being indicative of orientational molecular distribution in the excited state. On the other hand, amplification of the quenching radiation may, in its turn, result in a new molecular distribution which is inevitably manifested in the characteristics of both the exciting radiation and the luminescence.
We consider a variant of a classical pump-probe scheme, where the probe wave is no longer weak. There is no possibility to solve such a complex self-consistent problem on the basis of rate equations usually used when studying the light quenching [2] [3] [4] 8] . As will be shown later, this problem hardly allows derivation of analytical solutions even for relatively simple cases. A general theory for the light quenching in strong optical fields can be developed as a technique enabling computations performed for particular molecular systems and specific experimental measuring schemes. This is why in this article we touch upon somewhat narrower problems. As our principal subject is still the luminescence polarization governed by the orientational molecular distribution of the excited state, these problems are mainly concerned with a possibility for selecting polarizations of the exciting and quenching waves such that their changes during propagation inside a medium under study be minimal. Another problem is finding out whether it is possible to obtain information about the structure and properties of the molecules studied issuing from the analysis of variable parameters of the quenching wave.
Theoretical model
To describe the evolution of a polarized monochromatic plane wave in the approximation of slowly varying amplitudes, we use a reduced wave equation [9] of the form
where E  denotes the wave amplitude vector,  the linear absorption factor of a medium, 0  the magnetic constant,  the cyclic wave frequency, n the refractive index at the frequency  , с the vacuum speed of light, and NL P  the nonlinear polarization vector.
The main problem is to choose the approach for computing the quantity NL P 
. In the majority of cases, the Kerr approximation [9] is used, which imposes considerable restrictions on the intensity of optical waves. At the same time, a high-power radiation (at least, for excitation) is generally used to study the light quenching. Then the saturation effects become appreciable. This is revealed, e.g., by a considerable decrease in the ground-state population [8] . However, it is very difficult to include the saturation effects into calculations of the vector parameter NL P  due to necessity for orientational averaging. Because of this, we adopt the approach developed in
Refs. [10, 11] using the technique of spherical basis tensors. It enables one to derive NL P  in a fairly compact form as
where R is a second-rank tensor of which components are functions of the optical field intensity. The calculations have been performed using the following scheme. Let us consider an ensemble of chaotically though rigidly oriented identical molecules, and two parallel plane waves propagating through this ensemble along the axis z of a laboratory coordinate system. To describe the light quenching process, we use a four-level model for the formation of fluorescence [8] . Let us assume that an exciting wave of the frequency 0  causes a transition from lower-lying vibrational levels of the ground state 0 S to upper vibrational sublevels of the first excited state 1 S , or of higher excited states, which is followed by a rapid vibrational relaxation (with the characteristic time r  ) to lower sublevels of the first excited state 1 S . Deactivation of the molecular system from these sublevels can proceed in the two ways: due to spontaneous emission with the characteristic time f  , or due to stimulated emission under the effect of quenching wave at the frequency 1  . As a result of deactivation, the system goes to the upper vibrational sublevels of the ground state 0 S , with subsequent relaxation to the lower sublevels. For simplicity, we make the following assumptions in our further calculations: (i) the field frequencies 0  and 1  are separated enough so that a direct interaction of these waves (implemented via populating their molecular states) can be neglected; (ii) we ignore possible 'upward' transitions at the frequency 1  ; and (iii) we assume identical times of the vibrational relaxation in both the ground and excited states. Basing on the model system adopted, one solves an equation for the density matrix and derives the induced dipole moments at the frequencies 0  and 1  (the appropriate relations are cumbersome and so we omit them further on; notice that the similar formulae may be found in Ref. [11] ). The next procedures are associated with orientational averaging, in a complete agreement with the approach given in Ref. [11] , and derivation of expressions for the vectors 0 ( )
. Notice that it is impossible to obtain these expressions in the analytical form.
Assuming that the effect of the quenching wave on the exciting one can be neglected and the exciting wave has a linear polarization (according to the work [10] , this polarization is the eigenvector even under conditions of strong saturation), we arrive at a scalar nonlinear equation
for the relative intensity 0 0 0 s s I I  of the exciting wave. It coincides with the equation for the two-level system given in Ref. [11] and has the form s , the evolution 0 ( ) s z becomes more and more dependent on the initial polarization state of the quenching wave. As a result, it is impossible to fit the appropriate approximation function to the evolution 0 ( ) s z and, hence, to divide the solution of the problem into two independent parts. Because of this, the problem has been solved with direct numerical techniques.
Results of numerical simulation
As the evolutions of intensities of the exciting and quenching waves are greatly dependent on the ratio of their initial polarizations, at first we have studied the situations when the polarizations of the waves represent the eigenvectors [10, 11] and so remain invariable during the propagation process. These are the four combined cases: (1) coincident circular polarizations of the both waves; (2) circular polarization of the exciting wave and linear polarization of the quenching wave; (3) linear polarization of the exciting wave and circular polarization of the quenching wave; and (4) coincident linear polarizations of the both waves.
As follows from our analysis, effective amplification of the quenching wave takes place for 00 0.5 z  . The character of the quenching-wave intensity amplification reveals no principal differences for all of the above-mentioned combined cases (i) to (iii) (see Fig. 1 ). As seen from the analysis, the amplification efficiency for the quenching wave is higher for the coincident linear polarizations, irrespective of the structure of absorbing molecules. It would be interesting to ascertain the situation when the interacting waves are both linearly polarized and the angle  between their polarization vectors is variable. Then the molecular structure effect is especially marked. When the dipole moments of transitions at the frequencies 0  and 1  are parallel, the amplification efficiency slowly decreases with increasing angle  . When they are orthogonal, a substantial reverse effect is observed (see Fig. 2 ). Among the particular cases for the polarization of the exciting and quenching waves considered above, the case (2) is the most interesting because the orientation of the quenchingwave polarization vector may be chosen arbitrarily and, hence, its effect on the orientational molecular distribution in the excited state can vary essentially. The numerical calculations demonstrate that the circular polarization of the exciting wave is preferable from the viewpoint of the effect exerted on the polarization of the quenching (i.e., amplified) wave. To illustrate this point, Fig. 3 shows variations in the ellipticity  for the quenching wave as functions of polarization (circular or linear) of the exciting wave propagating in the medium. As seen from Fig. 3 , the variations for the case of circular polarization of the exciting wave are insignificant for any initial ellipticity. At the same time, the ellipticity decreases markedly for the linearly polarized exciting wave. This effect is exhibited over a wide range of the initial pumping-wave and quenching-wave intensities. Let us proceed to the analysis of the most common situation when the both fluxes have linear polarizations differing from each other. Our numerical solutions demonstrate that a decrease in the  angle occurs along z at rather small variations of ellipticity for the both waves when the initial  values are not equal to zero (parallel orientation). However, this effect leads to no significant changes in the behaviour of luminescence polarization at relatively low initial intensities of the quenching wave. Fig. 4 presents the 'polarization degrees' of the luminescence recorded along the direction orthogonal to the propagation direction of the fluxes (in particular, for the case of 4    ). Here the 'polarization degree' is defined by the classical relation
where the direction of the selected axis is given by the polarization vector of the exciting wave. As seen from Fig. 4а , some increase in the luminescence polarization degree is observed under increasing cell length that contains the solution when the dipole moments of the transitions related to the absorption and emission are parallel. This is associated with the fact that the effect of exciting radiation decay is much greater and so the saturation effects in the orientational distribution of the excited molecules are weaker than the effect due to amplification of the quenching wave. However, these effects amplify each other for the case of orthogonal dipole moments of the transitions with the absorption and emission (see Fig. 4b ), thus leading to appreciable increase in the polarization degree.
Assume that the initial intensity of the quenching radiation increases (see Fig. 5 ). When the dipole moments of the transitions with the absorption and emission are parallel (see Fig. 5а ), the effect exerted by the quenching wave amplification becomes pronounced and the polarization degree decreases. This effect becomes stronger with increasing intensity of the exciting flux. However, the effect remains the same as in the case of relatively low intensities of the quenching flux whenever the dipole moments of the transitions with the absorption and emission are orthogonal (see Fig. 5b ). In other words, for the orthogonal dipole moments the observed effect is qualitatively independent of the quenching wave intensity.
Conclusion
We have presented the results of our numerical simulation for the light quenching effect within the scope of approximated theoretical approach. The results demonstrate that the quenching wave can be appreciably amplified, whereas the polarizations of both the quenching and exciting fluxes can be changed during this process. It seems that, among the four possible combinations of intrinsic polarizations analyzed in our study, the combination of circular polarization of the exciting wave and linear polarization of the quenching wave is the most convenient for the light-quenching processes. Besides, the changes in the polarization of the quenching radiation are minimal for the circular polarization of the pump radiation. In this case we expect that the description based on the rate equations for the averaged intensities of the exciting and quenching fluxes should be quite adequate.
The computational results point to the fact that the amplification effect of the polarized quenching radiation differs considerably for different orientations of the dipole moments of the transitions with the absorption and emission. This is promising for investigations of the structure of complex polyatomic molecules. As the quenching-radiation amplification effects result in variations of polarization degree of the luminescence along the cell length, one can develop the methods appropriate for studying different molecular solutions and ascertaining character of spatial evolution of the amplified radiation.
